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The truth about lies is that every sentence can be a lie.
The science says that truth is completely unique to every human being. Our truth is what
our individual episodic memory says it is. No two people share exactly the memories
organized in exactly the same way.
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There is no way possible to “tell the truth” where you can be certain that everybody will
believe it is true, and not a lie. Not Possible.
You should be saying that no politician should poison dialogue. The only way people can
agree to truth is with person-to-person dialogue.
This article is a great demonstration of how anybody can claim a lie as not the whole
truth and know they are right. What you have to understand is that mankind has long, in
fact the evidence says forever, lied in ways people find socially acceptable. It’s called
“Fiction.” You mention another one in your article when you say that politicians can lie
in acceptable ways.
Since EVERYBODY INESCAPABLY LIES ALL THE TIME, the key is to lie in socially
acceptable ways and be open to dialogue about whether you are lying in a socially
unacceptable way or not.
This is covered in my book “How to Get Your (good) Lies Back: The Internet Court of
Lies. It is why only court enforced moderated dialogue can resolve how a fiat lie (a
suspected lie) appears to others.
Short version of the book:

Fiat Lies are Genocide on the Human Race
The Internet Court of Lies
medium.com

Here is a deep dive on the science:

Lies in the Intermodal Brain
The Majesty of Neocortical Intellect
medium.com
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